
Weather routing and voyage 
optimization for managing ETA

Real time monitoring 
of vessel performance

Build the safest route 
for crew & cargo and reduce ETA delays to zero!

Predictive maintenance 
of equipment onboard

Procure the spare parts 
and carry-out repairs efficiently!

Reduction in fuel consumption 
and GHG emissions

Reduce fuel consumption 
and CO2 emissions up to 12%!

Manage the fleet data in real time 
and focus the attention on what matters!

www.marine-digital.com

Digital Twin of the vessel: from online 
performance monitoring to fuel optimization

The Marine Digital platform allows the fleet managers 
& vessel owners to track important performance 
metrics of the vessels and predict the ETA with high 
accuracy. Based on AI algorithms platform able to 
build routes and calculate ETA while analysing future 
weather conditions, water parameters & vessel 
performance. Fleet Managers can make use of the 
Voyage Optimization to plan and assist the vessel to 
arrive on time and be safe at the same time.

In Marine Digital, we solve every problem that may 
occur during vessel performance monitoring. This 
includes not only data gathering from different vessels, 
but also processing and interpretation of the received 
data, creation of convenient reports. The vessel 
performance monitoring system allows you to monitor 
in real time the signals from all the connected 
machinery on the ship, as well as receive the AI 
tailored intelligent notifications about the deviations.

By applying modern artificial intelligence technologies, 
processing big data collected from various sensors on 
the ship in real time, the Fuel Optimization System 
offers the best routes and recommendations for true 
performance speed, maneuvering, etc. This solution 
optimizes the voyage of the vessel in order to reduce 
fuel consumption and related emissions into the 
atmosphere. Our AI advise the vessel operators in 
real-time of the current consumption/emission values 
and suggests the efficient adjustments.

The hardware equipment installed onboard the ship 
and aggregating all the necessary telemetric data 
makes it possible to predict with high accuracy the 
potential breakdown on the vessel and prescribe 
maintenance events. When breakdowns occur during 
the voyage, there is a risk of being late due to the 
repair or high cost of spare parts in the ports where  
are no proven suppliers. Predictive maintenance can 
notify the crew regarding a failing machinery well in 
advance.
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Special offer for shipping companies! Participation in the Marine Digital's pilot project 
to of the fuel optimization 
system for bulk carriers, tankers, container and cruise ships.

Special offer for shipping companies! Participation in the Marine Digital's pilot project 
to of the fuel optimization system for bulk carriers, tankers, container and cruise ships.

For one shipping company, we offer:

3 months of free use of the fuel 
optimization system.

Complete analytics on factors 
affecting fuel consumption on 
three ships.

Guaranteed lower price for 12 
months of further use with a 50% 
discount (the offer is valid for 1 year 
from the date of completion of the 
pilot project).

We take an individual approach while working with our clients, it is important for us to 
provide high quality service, therefore we are ready to make a special pilot project offer 
for only 10 shipping companies that are the first to respond to this exclusive offer and 
sign LOI + NDA. For unique requests, we are ready to choose a solution or develop it 
individually for your business requirements.
Please send your requests to hello@marine-digital.com
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CEO Marine Digital GmbH

Marine Digital FOS
Fuel Optimization System
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Cybersecurity and disaster recovery plan

MD


